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The connection between perception and action has

classically been studied in one direction only: the effect

of perception on subsequent action. Although our

actions can modify our perceptions externally, by

modifying the world or our view of it, it has recently

become clear that even without this external feedback

the preparation and execution of a variety of motor

actions can have an effect on three-dimensional percep-

tual processes. Here, we review the ways in which an

observer’s motor actions – locomotion, head and eye

movements, and object manipulation – affect his or her

perception and representation of three-dimensional

objects and space. Allowing observers to act can

drastically change the way they perceive the third

dimension, as well as how scientists view depth

perception.
Glossary

Allocentric reference frame: an observer-independent (possibly earth-fixed)

frame of reference.

Efference copy: a copy of the neuralmotor command that, instead of being sent

to the muscles, is used for further processing in the brain, such as suppressing

reafference (closely related to the notion of ‘corollary discharge’).

Extraretinal signals: sources of information used in vision that do not originate

from optical stimulation of the retina.

Haptic perception: the combination of tactile perception through the skin and

kinaesthetic perception of the position and movement of the joints and

muscles.

Motion parallax: optic flow in which the motion at each point depends on the

corresponding object’s distance from the eye.

Optic flow: the pattern of movement on the retina caused by relative motion

between the observer and the visual scene, caused either by object motion,

subject motion, or both.

Proprioceptive information: sensory information about the current state of the

body’s posture and motion, arising from signals from the vestibular organ,

muscle spindles, for example.

Reafference: afferent sensory information that is systematically dependent on
Introduction

Although perception has traditionally been considered
only as processing of sensory data, it is really a
component of the action–perception cycle. Perceptions
inform actions that modify either the world (object
manipulation) or our view of it (head and eye movements,
locomotion), in turn modifying subsequent perceptions.
The boundary between perception and action fre-
quently fades: many actions are undertaken for their
perceptual consequences, and perception is often tuned
to those aspects of the world that are available for the
observer to act on.

What is true of perception in general is especially true
of the visual perception of depth. Although sources of 3D
information are available on our 2D retinas, we can obtain
much richer knowledge of the third dimension by
coordinating the gaze directions of the two eyes, by
moving the head to produce parallax, by walking to get a
different view of a scene, by manipulating an object to
better see its shape. To philosophers such as Berkeley and
Condillac, perceptions and representations of 3D space
could only originate with motor action.

It is evident that actions can modify perceptions
externally by modifying the world or one’s view of it.
However, it has recently become clear that motor action
and depth vision are internally linked as well: executing or
preparing a motor action – independent of its sensory
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consequences – is often enough to modify the observer’s
perception and representation of 3D space and shape. In
this article we will review the ways in which locomotion,
head and eye movements, and object manipulation modify
visual perceptions of depth.
Locomotion and navigation

Active exploration and formation of spatial maps

Perception and representation of 3D space go hand-in-
hand with our ability to move around in the environment.
Developmental psychologists have shown that a variety of
perceptual and conceptual skills related to 3D space
undergo dramatic improvement when infants learn to
crawl on all fours, usually around the age of 7 months
(for a recent review see [1]). For instance, just after
learning to crawl infants develop stronger postural
responses to large-field OPTIC FLOW (see Glossary), more
precise perception of 3D structure from a variety of depth
cues including MOTION PARALLAX, and a fear of heights.
(These results seem to echo the importance of active
locomotion in the development of depth perception in
kittens [2].) Another skill that emerges with self-produced
locomotion is the formation of ALLOCENTRIC (or observer-
independent) spatial maps [3], as illustrated in Figures 1a
and b. Pre-locomotor infants, after being shown an object
to, say, the left of their midline and then rotated by 1808,
tend to incorrectly continue searching for the object to
Review TRENDS in Cognitive Sciences Vol.9 No.9 September 2005
actions initiated by the sensing organism; contrasted to exafference which

refers to stimulation independent of self-produced movement.
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their left. Age-matched infants that have learned to crawl,
on the other hand, tend to correctly search for the object to
their right: they compensate representations of object
location by self-motion. Studying infants who learn to
crawl either earlier or later than the norm has shown that
advances in depth perception and spatial representation
are likely to be caused by the sorts of action–perception
relationships engendered by active locomotion [1].

The tight link between locomotion and the updating of
spatial maps persists during adulthood. If we are shown
an object and then blindfolded and led to another location,
we can quickly and accurately point to the object, without
opening the eyes, from our new position and orientation.
If we merely imagine walking the path [5], or view the
corresponding optic flow [6], we can do this task only with
difficulty and with large errors. Therefore, EXTRARETINAL

SIGNALS produced during locomotion are necessary to
induce accurate updating of egocentric spatial maps, but
optic flow alone is insufficient to do so. It is not only the
directions of objects that are updated by extraretinal
signals, but also their 3D orientations with respect to the
viewer, as shown by better object recognition after self-
motion than after object motion [7].
Comparing active and passive motion

Possibly underlying our capacity to represent the 3D
environment independently of our own position or move-
ment, place cells and head-direction neurons (found in
humans, monkeys and rats, in the hippocampus and
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Figure 1. (a) Experimental condition in [3] on spatial map formation in infants. An object
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directions after moving to the rectangular chamber in all four conditions. The cells are

weakly disrupted in darkness (lack of optic flow).
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thalamus) code the position and orientation of the organ-
ism with respect to an allocentric, environment-based
REFERENCE FRAME. Interestingly, the computations to deter-
mine allocentric position and orientation do not seem to
be limited to sensory data (visual, vestibular), but also
depend on the animal’s locomotor action. By comparing
actively moving and passively displaced animals, it has
recently been shown that the activity of place cells in
monkeys [8] and rats [9,10] and of head-direction cells in
rats [4,11] depends on the animal’s active locomotion, with
weaker or disrupted responses during passive displace-
ment (see Figure 1c and d).

Recently, an electrophysiological study of humans
actively navigating in a virtual environment (by pressing
buttons) has found place cells in hippocampus [12]. How-
ever, it is not clear whether the place-cell activity is due
to optic flow (as the authors claim) or to subjects’ active
control of navigation. The latter cannot be excluded,
especially because behavioral studies have shown that
allocentric spatial coding is more efficient in humans
actively controlling their virtual displacement than when
merely observing the resulting optic flow [13,14].

To navigate correctly, one has to know where one is with
respect to the environment, which is difficult to compute
from sensory information that – at best – gives us partial
information about the environment with respect to one’s
sensory organs. Taken together, the above results seem to
show that active exploration is necessary to induce
accurate updating of spatial maps.
TRENDS in Cognitive Sciences 
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Perception of heading

An important process in navigation (and therefore for the
perception of the 3D environment) is judging one’s
heading, and one way to do this is through the analysis
of optic flow [15]. This analysis is easy to carry out if the
gaze is fixed [16], but the gaze is often not fixed, for
example when we fixate stationary objects lying off to the
side of our path, causing us to turn the eyes and possibly
the head. When subjects judge heading from optic flow
that includes simulated eye rotation while keeping their
eyes still, they often make mistakes. On the other hand, if
subjects experience the same optic flow while performing
the corresponding eye movement, errors are much smaller
[17]. This implies that extraretinal signals participate in
the seemingly automatic compensation of optic flow for eye
rotations, a compensation that is difficult to achieve
without these signals. Similar extra-retinal compensation
is found for head [18] and whole-body [19] movements.

Locomotion is most often a goal-directed action: we
usually know where we want to go before starting to move.
The analysis of optic flow is therefore unlikely to be the
only way, or even the main way, by which we judge our
heading. The literature on the perception of heading is
focused – we feel wrongly so – on how the brain can correct
aberrations in optic flow resulting from self-motion. We
feel that it would be more fruitful to ask how body, head,
and eye movements combine with visual perception in
getting us where we want to go [20].

Affordances and perception of the environment

In addition to actual locomotion, an observer’s prepared-
ness for locomotion can have an effect on 3D perception.
The perceived slant of hills or distance to landmarks
has recently been shown to depend on a combination of
retinal cues and the potential effort required to walk to the
landmark. For example, observers who are wearing a
heavy backpack tend to estimate landmarks as being
farther away [22] and hills as being steeper [21]. These
influences of potential motor effort on depth perception
perhaps explain why objects are perceived as farther away
when a hole in the ground separates them from the
observer [23]. These results suggest that even in the
immobile observer, some functions thought to be purely
visual actually rely on simulation of motor action.

Head and eye movement

Self-motion and perception of 3D shape

When an observer moves his or her head, the resulting
displacement of the eyes in space generates ‘motion
parallax’, which is optic flow in which the motion of
each point in the retinal image depends on the corre-
sponding object’s distance from the eye. This 2D optic
flow can be used to reconstruct the 3D shape of objects or
scenes, without any additional cues to depth [24], a
process called structure-from-motion (SfM). SfM also
arises from object motion, with the observer still [25] –
as shown in the supplementary video (see Supplementary
data online).

Traditionally, it was thought that observer motion and
object motion lead to the same interpretation of 3D shape,
as long as the optic flow at the retina (i.e. the relative
www.sciencedirect.com
motion between observer and object) is the same [24,26,27].
It turns out, however, that this equivalence is false: the
same optic flow can lead to very different perceptions of 3D
shape when generated by the observer’s own movement
than when generated by object motion [28–31]. One illu-
stration of this is shown in Figure 2. The optic flow in
Figure 2a is ambiguous, and may be interpreted as
different combinations of 3D structure and motion; two
of these combinations are shown in Figures 2d and d 0. The
two solutions correspond to planes slanted in different
directions in depth, undergoing depth rotations about
different axes; additionally, one of the solutions moves
towards the observer. The same ambiguity holds when the
observer moves towards the object, instead of the other
way around, as shown in Figures 2e and e 0.

However, actively moving observers perceive different
3D structure than when they are stationary, despite
receiving the same optic flow. When asked to report the
orientation of the axis of rotation – which distinguishes
solutions in Figures 2d and e from those in d 0 and e 0 –
observers report predominantly solution d when they are
immobile, whereas they report a mixture of solutions e
and e 0 when they are moving (see Figures 2f and g) [29,31].
When the observer’s head is moved passively, a result
intermediate between active and immobile conditions is
obtained [31], showing that both motor and PROPRIOCEPTIVE

extraretinal signals can modify the perception of 3D
shape.

Results such as the one shown in Figure 2 [29,31] and
others [28,32] show that one way in which the visual
system uses information from head motion is to select the
perception most compatible with an ‘assumption of
stationarity’, that is, to find the perceptual solution that
minimizes object motion in an allocentric, observer-
independent and earth-fixed reference frame. Thus, the
visual system makes the reasonable assumption that most
of the world stays fixed when head movement causes the
observer to experience motion parallax – a case of stability
being used as a criterion for further visual processing
(see [33] for a similar suggestion regarding eye move-
ments). The stationarity assumption can explain other
psychophysical results in 3D vision, even ones not
involving head movement [34].

However, the contribution of the observer’s action to
SfM is not limited to the stationarity assumption. When
optic flow contains a shear component, the perception of
3D shape by immobile observers degrades rapidly as shear
increases [35]. In observers performing active head
movements, on the other hand, this performance degra-
dation is much less drastic [30].

An active observer can combine information from head
movement together with optic flow to judge absolute
distance to stationary objects. Several species of insects,
rodents and perhaps birds generate motion parallax by
making backwards-and-forwards or side-to-side head
movements (for a recent review see [36]). Human subjects
can also judge absolute distance, to some extent, from
motion parallax [37–39], and one-eyed subjects make such
movements spontaneously when absolute distance infor-
mation is required for accurate reaching [40].
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Figure 2. Illustration of the effect of head motion on the perception of 3D structure [29,31]. (a) An ambiguous 2D optic flow field that can have different 3D interpretations,

discovered by J. Droulez. The arrows represent motion of projections of points in 3D space on the retina. It is fairly easy to see that the 3D configuration shown in (d) will

generate this flow. However, the configuration shown in (d 0) can also generate the flow in (a), and the reason for this is shown in (b) and (c): if the amplitudes of the translation

and rotation in (d 0) are adjusted correctly, the rotation can exactly cancel the expansion flow from the depth translation in one of two dimensions (c). The planes in (d) and (d 0)

have the same slant and angular speed, but different tilts and rotate about different axes. (e,e 0) As optic flow depends only on the relative motion between object and

observer, the same ambiguity holds for an observer moving forward and experiencing the optic flow in (a). If the observer’s speed is equal-and-opposite to the translation in

(d 0), the stationarity of the solutions is reversedwith respect to (d) and (d0): it is now the center of (e 0) that is stationary in space, whereas (e) translates at the same speed as the

observer. (f,g) Data re-plotted from [31], showing the frequencies of the perceived solutions for stationary (f) andmoving (g) observers, with bars to the left corresponding to

solutions (d) and (e), and the bars on the right to solutions (d 0) and (e 0). Although optic flow is the same in the two cases, perceptions of 3D structure are very different,

showing the effect of the observer’s action.
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Eye movements and 3D shape perception

Probably the most important role of eye movements
(meaning rotations of the eye in the orbit) in the
perception of 3D shape is to converge the two eyes on
objects of interest, allowing binocular disparity mechan-
isms to reconstruct 3D shape from retinal disparities.
However, extra-retinal signals arising from eye-muscle
proprioception and EFFERENCE COPY of eye-movement
commands (see Box 1) give rise to the perception of
absolute distance from accommodation [41] and vergence
[42]. Extra-retinal signals also calibrate and modify
binocular disparity [43].

As opposed to head movements, eye movements give
rise to mainly wholesale shifts in the visual information
impinging on the retina, and therefore do not generate 3D
information (but see [44]). However, eye movements do lift
some visual ambiguities. Stimuli may be generated that,
when pursued, cause ambiguous optic flow on the retina
(e.g. causing an optic flow illustrated in Figure 1a).
Nevertheless, it has been found that these stimuli are not
ambiguous to subjects performing the eye movement [45].
www.sciencedirect.com
Subjects systematically report the interpretation that is
most stationary in an allocentric reference frame, mean-
ing that extraretinal information about the eye movement
affects the perception of 3D shape. Reflex eye movements
that stabilize gaze on moving objects may also account for
the disambiguation of 3D shape [46].

Spatial constancy – how visual directions of stationary
objects appear constant, despite their frequent and violent
rotations on the retina – is a classical problem in
neuroscience. Recently, it has been pointed out that the
problem of spatial constancy has a neglected 3D com-
ponent as well: when the eye rotates in space, the 3D
orientations of all surfaces undergo an equal-and-opposite
depth rotation, in the reference frame of the eye [47]. How
we keep from seeing these rotations has been called the
problem of 3D spatial constancy. For saccades, the visual
system solves this problem at least partly by anticipating
the 3D consequences of the eye movements, as demon-
strated by a specific bias in the perception of ambiguous
depth rotations during the preparation but before the
start of saccades [47].
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Box 1. Action-related signals and their combination with retinal data

There are twomain sources of extra-retinal action-related signals in the

brain. One consists of a copy of the motor command, known as

efference copy or corollary discharge, and exists only in the case of

actively generated motion. The other consists of reafferent feedback

signals from the vestibular organ, and somatosensory or propriocep-

tive signals from themuscles. These neural extra-retinal signals related

to action are combined with visual signals in multiple brain areas.

Extra-retinal information itself is often already pre-processed before

it is incorporated with the visual information [67]. Action is reported to

affect a variety of brain areas that also process visual information.

However, many of these studies concern spatial constancy during eye

movements, which generally do not generate 3D information (but see

[34,45–47]). Head and body movements do generate 3D information

and have been shown to influence non-motor representations in

several brain areas, such as the hippocampus, MST, and in posterior

parietal areas such as VIP, LIP, and area 7a [9,68,69]. In these areas

representations of space are present in different frames of reference

(e.g. eye-, head-, and body-centered) [68], and these reference frames

may be used for analyzing and planning actions. It is interesting in this

respect that some areas (VIP [69], hippocampus [9]) are found to be

differentially activated during active and passive movements, and

likewise the anterior superior temporal polysensory area (STPa)

responds differently to seen object motion during passive movement

and immobile situations [70]. Many of these areas are situated in the

dorsal ‘where’ (action) stream, which fits their assumed role in near

extra-personal space representation and navigation [71]. MT/MST is

also thought to be important for representing heading during

navigation [72], which would explain why it is influenced by extra-

retinal information. HoweverMT/MST processes complexmotions [72]

which are also important for structure-from-motion perception.

Accordingly, activity in MT/MST is modulated by 3D shape [73]

although it is not considered part of the ventral ‘what’ stream. As

should be expected, shape perception activates ventral areas as well

[74,75], and interestingly, haptic information – as a source of actively

produced extra-retinal information – is known to influence ventral

brain areas [75].
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Object manipulation

Perception of 3D shape in active and passive touch

The shape of objects can be HAPTICALLY perceived through
either active exploration or by passive sensations of
objects that brush against the skin. Comparisons of
active and passive touch have a long history, and have
often shown superior shape recognition in active touch
[48] (but see [49]). Recently, it has been shown that
when exploring an object through touch, lateral forces
(i.e. forces parallel to the object surface) play an
important role in the HAPTIC PERCEPTION of shape [50].
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During passive touch lateral forces are ambiguous: a
bump moving to the left generates the same lateral
forces as a hole moving to the right, and therefore the
convex/concave dimension is ambiguous [51], as shown
in Figure 3a. In active touch, on the other hand, as the
direction of motion is known, at least theoretically the
ambiguity can be lifted. Interestingly, the brain does
make use of the motion information in active touch to
resolve the depth ambiguity [51], as shown in Figure 3b.
In fact, this is formally the same ambiguity that faces
the passive observer trying to extract 3D structure from
TRENDS in Cognitive Sciences 
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visual motion, as shown in Figures 3c–e, and it is
resolved in the same way in active vision [29,30,32,52].

Recalibration of visual signals after manual exploration

Many surfaces that we see we also touch, and vice versa.
Recent experiments have shown that manual exploration
can influence the processing of visual depth cues. In one
paradigm, the slant of a visual 3D surface is specified by
conflicting depth cues (binocular disparity and static cues
including motion parallax and texture gradients) [53]. The
conflict between the slants specified by the two cues being
small, subjects are unaware of any conflict and instead
perceive a single intermediate slant. In the experiment,
the subjects actively explore the virtual surface with their
hands using a force-feedback device, with the feedback
being compatible with one of the two depth cues. Following
this adaptation phase, purely visual slant judgments are
weighted more towards the visual depth cue compatible
with the force feedback than they were before the adaptation
[53]. Further studies have shown that other visual depth
cues, such as the assumption that light comes from above,
can similarly be adapted [54]. The force feedback in these
experiments gives rise to a mixture of outgoing motor
signals, and incoming proprioceptive and haptic signals. It
would be interesting to study which of these signals is
responsible for the visual adaptation (see Box 2); classic
results indicate the importance of the motor command for
similar types of sensorimotor learning [55].

Manual action and mental rotation

Manual action also effects higher visual cognitive tasks,
such as mental rotation of 2D and 3D objects and
recognition of 3D objects from novel viewpoints. It has
been hypothesized that mental transformations of visual
images are driven by anticipatory mechanisms that
automatically predict the sensory consequences motor
actions; according to this theory, mental transformations
Box 2. Questions for further research

† In what cases does manipulating a 3D object influence the way we

perceive its shape?

† In studies showing the recalibration of 3D vision by touch [53,54],

which signals (motor or sensory feedback) are responsible for the

recalibration? Would passive touch also lead to recalibration?

† Comparing responses of neurons to self- and externally produced

sensory stimulation, it is found that some neurons have stronger

responses to self-produced stimulation (e.g. [11]) than others

(e.g. [70]).What is the reason for these two kindsof actionmodulation?

† The effect of active touch on haptic shape perception [51] suggests

the existence of a haptic ‘stationarity assumption’ [28]. How far can

this analogy between visual and haptic perception be pushed?

† Is there a general relationship between perceptual invariance and

the observer’s motor action?

† Although some authors have claimed that vision is impossible

without action [76], there are clearly cases where action, even if

present, plays a rather uninteresting role in vision (such as ocular

tremor). When sensory input is held constant, in some cases the

observer’s action modifies perception and in some cases it doesn’t.

Is there a principle that can predict where action effects can be

found?

† The principle of genericity [77], said to account for a wide variety of

phenomena in 3D vision, relies on a wide sample of views of 3D

scenes. Is there a causal connection between active exploration of 3D

scenes and the application of the genericity assumption?

www.sciencedirect.com
are the results of these anticipatory mechanisms being
used ‘off-line’ while the corresponding motor action is
inhibited [56,57]. In agreement with this theory, it has
been found [58,59] that unseen hand rotations improve
performance on simultaneous mental rotation tasks when
the mental rotation is in the same direction as the motor
action, and decrease performance when the two rotations
are in opposite directions; this effect has been shown for
rotations in the image plane [58] and in depth [59]. Brain
imagery and TMS studies have provided further evidence
supporting this theory, showing that motor and premotor
areas are activated during mental image transformations
[60,61]. Actively manipulating virtual objects – as opposed
to simply watching the objects undergo the same move-
ments – has been shown to improve subsequent mental
rotation [62] and recognition [63] of these objects.

Conclusions

In this article, we have reviewed ways in which motor
actions – such as locomotion, eye and head movements,
and object manipulation – influence the perception and
representation of three-dimensional space and shape.
These influences, many of which have only been dis-
covered recently, go beyond the fact that action and
perception are linked in the sense that action accompanies
perception in the normal course of things, and that action
almost always affects perception by modifying subsequent
sensory data. These latter effects of action on perception
may be called external, and have been emphasized by
several authors [15,64]. The results discussed here go
beyond external influence, however, showing that action
has an even tighter, internal link to depth perception:
action influences depth perception even in the absence of
external sensory feedback.

Why would internal action–perception links develop?
One possible reason may be, paradoxically, the need to
discount the effects that one’s actions have on sensation,
known as REAFFERENCE. The directions of points and the
orientations of surfaces should be perceived as constant
despite rotations on the retina during eye movements; the
positions of objects should appear to remain constant
despite relative motion induced by our head and body
movements; and object shapes and sizes should appear
invariant despite changing projections that result from
viewpoint change and object manipulation. The primary
role of these spatial invariances is to separate the stream
of sensory data into two components, one that is under the
subject’s voluntary control (called reafference, e.g. the 3D
position and orientation of an object held in the hand) and
one that isn’t (called exafference, e.g. the object’s shape). If
the goal of perception is to glean as much new information
as possible about the external world, it makes sense to
separate sensory data in this way, and to concentrate
resources on those variables that are not under the
subject’s control. Many of the effects of action on depth
perception that we have reviewed fall into this category.

Another internal link between action and perception
may arise from ‘sensorimotor prediction’: the anticipation
of the sensory effects of the motor actions that one is
preparing or executing (see [65] for a review). Sensor-
imotor prediction plays an important role in motor
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planning as well as in perception, where it may be
involved in the cancellation of the reafferent effects of
motor action on sensory data that we have already dis-
cussed. Sensorimotor prediction has also been implicated
in more cognitive functions such as motor and visual
imagery [58], and the perception and imitation of the
actions of others [66]. Some of the internal effects of action
on perception might be due to interference between the
predicted reafference and actual sensory data. Because
sensorimotor prediction is driven by efference copy of
the motor command – which is present in voluntary or
active motion but absent in involuntary or passive motion
(see Box 1) – the cases where active motion has a stronger
effect on perception than does passive motion constitute
strong evidence for the involvement of sensorimotor
prediction in depth perception.

Sensorimotor prediction might play an even more
fundamental role in depth perception. It is useful to
think of two types of prediction, simple and complex. In
simple prediction, the sensory state and planned action at
an earlier time are sufficient to predict the sensory state at
a later time. For example, knowledge of the location of a
point on the retina and the direction and amplitude of
an upcoming saccade are sufficient to predict the post-
saccadic retinal location of the point. In many cases,
however, this information is not sufficient, and ‘hidden’
variables are required. For example, to predict how a head
movement will modify the projection of a 3D object on the
retina, one must also know the 3D shape of the object,
which is not immediately available from the sensory data.
In fact, in almost all cases where the depth dimension is
involved, complex prediction with hidden variables will
prove necessary. Representations of 3D space and shape in
the brain may turn out to be hidden variables subserving
complex sensorimotor prediction.
Supplementary data

There is a video illustrating optic flow in the supplement-
ary data to this article, available online at: doi:10.1016/
j.tics.2005.06.018
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